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LightingLighting



Lighting & Illumination

nn Interaction of light with surfacesInteraction of light with surfaces

nn Local IlluminationLocal Illumination

uuEach point independent of every otherEach point independent of every other

nn Global IlluminationGlobal Illumination

uuLighting at one point affects othersLighting at one point affects others



Lights

nn L = PL = PLL  –– P PSS = w = wSS p pLL  –– w wLL  ppSS

nn Directional: (x, y, z, 0)Directional: (x, y, z, 0)
uu Far enough away that rays are parallelFar enough away that rays are parallel

nn Point: (x, y, z, 1)Point: (x, y, z, 1)
uu Shines in all directions from pointShines in all directions from point
uu Normally no falloff with distanceNormally no falloff with distance
uu Physical: Attenuate IPhysical: Attenuate ILL by 1/(L by 1/(L••L)L)

tt May require IMay require ILL > 1 > 1



Lights

nn SpotSpot
uuPoint + direction and conePoint + direction and cone
ttScale IScale ILL by L by L••DDee

nn AreaArea
uuLine: like florescent tubeLine: like florescent tube
uuPatch: like light fixturePatch: like light fixture

nn EnvironmentEnvironment



Environment map

nn Approximate light from all directions asApproximate light from all directions as
seen by each point on surfaceseen by each point on surface

nn Instead use light from all directions asInstead use light from all directions as
seen by one representative pointseen by one representative point

nn Distant environmentsDistant environments

nn Direction-based texture mapDirection-based texture map



Direction-based mapping

nn Vector R = (x,y,z)Vector R = (x,y,z)
nn Cube mapCube map
uuSix images on cube facesSix images on cube faces
uuDivide other two components by largestDivide other two components by largest
uuSay it is y: (s,t,q) = (x, z, y)Say it is y: (s,t,q) = (x, z, y)
ttS = x/y; T = z/yS = x/y; T = z/y

uuScale into texture: (S+1)/2, (T+1)/2Scale into texture: (S+1)/2, (T+1)/2



Direction-based mapping

nn Sphere mapSphere map
uu (s,t) = ((s,t) = (xx,,yy) on shiny sphere ) on shiny sphere reflrefl. V to R. V to R
ttV = (0,0,V = (0,0,––1)1)
tt f(f(xx, , yy, , zz) = ) = xx22 +  + yy22 +  + zz22  –– 1 = 0 1 = 0

uuN half way between V and RN half way between V and R
ttN = (V+R)/|V+R| = (2 N = (V+R)/|V+R| = (2 xx, 2 , 2 yy, 2 , 2 zz)/2)/2

uu (s,t,q) = x,y,(s,t,q) = x,y,sqrtsqrt((xx22+y+y22+(z+(z––1)1)22))



Direction-based mapping

nn Parabolic mapsParabolic maps

uu (s,t) = ((s,t) = (xx,,yy) on shiny parabola) on shiny parabola

tt Need twoNeed two

•• V=(0,0,1); f(V=(0,0,1); f(xx,,yy,,zz) = ) = zz + ( + (xx22 +  + yy22)/2=0)/2=0

•• V=(0,0,V=(0,0,––1); f(1); f(xx,,yy,,zz) = ) = zz  –– ( (xx22 +  + yy22)/2=0)/2=0

uu (s,t,q) = (x, y, z (s,t,q) = (x, y, z –– 1) 1)

uu (s,t,q) = (x, y, 1 (s,t,q) = (x, y, 1 –– z) z)



Shadows

nn OccluderOccluder  blocks lightblocks light
nn Point lights: hard shadowsPoint lights: hard shadows
nn Area lights: soft shadowsArea lights: soft shadows
uuUmbraUmbra
tt blockedblocked

uuPenumbraPenumbra
tt  partially blocked partially blocked



Blinn method

nn Hard shadows on planar surfacesHard shadows on planar surfaces
nn Project copy of object onto planeProject copy of object onto plane
uuExtra modeling transform matrixExtra modeling transform matrix

nn Avoid occlusion problemsAvoid occlusion problems
uuDepends on rendering algorithmDepends on rendering algorithm
uuCommon to just translate Common to just translate ““shadowshadow””

object slightly off surfaceobject slightly off surface



Shadow map

nn In advanceIn advance

uuRender scene from light positionRender scene from light position

uuStore depths in textureStore depths in texture

ttHolds distance to lit surface, anythingHolds distance to lit surface, anything
further than that is in shadow.further than that is in shadow.



Shadow map

nn To do shadowTo do shadow

uuTransform surface Transform surface posns posns to to light spacelight space

uuProject texture onto surfaceProject texture onto surface

uuCompare distanceCompare distance



Shadow map

nn Numeric problemsNumeric problems
uuLit surface mistakenly in shadowLit surface mistakenly in shadow
uuShadow bias: constant Shadow bias: constant ee in comparison in comparison
uuStore average of 1st & 2nd depthStore average of 1st & 2nd depth

nn FilteringFiltering
uuBlending depth values does not workBlending depth values does not work
uuPercentage closer filteringPercentage closer filtering



Shadow volumes

nn Occluder Occluder creates wedge of shadowcreates wedge of shadow

uuBounded above by objectBounded above by object

uuBounded at sides by polygons definedBounded at sides by polygons defined
by silhouette edge & light pointby silhouette edge & light point



Stencil shadow volumes

nn OpenGL OpenGL StencilStencil increment & decrement increment & decrement
uuDraw objectDraw object
uuDraw front-facing shadow polygonsDraw front-facing shadow polygons
tt Increment stencil for eachIncrement stencil for each

uuDraw back-facing shadow polygonsDraw back-facing shadow polygons
ttDecrement stencil for eachDecrement stencil for each

uuNon-zero stencil = in shadowNon-zero stencil = in shadow



Soft shadows

nn Many pointMany point samplees samplees

uuMonte-CarloMonte-Carlo

nn Shadow volumes with penumbra wedgesShadow volumes with penumbra wedges



BRDF

nn BidirectionalBidirectional
uu Incoming & outgoing light directionsIncoming & outgoing light directions

nn ReflectanceReflectance
uu Attenuation of reflected lightAttenuation of reflected light
uu Not transmission or emissionNot transmission or emission

nn DistributionDistribution
uu Light in distributed to outgoing directionsLight in distributed to outgoing directions
uu DonDon’’t create new lightt create new light

nn FunctionFunction



BRDF

nn In terms of local surface coordinatesIn terms of local surface coordinates

uuOnly above surfaceOnly above surface
uuDirection: Direction: ff, , qq or U, V (N) or U, V (N)

uu f(f(ffii, , qqii, , ffoo,,  qqoo))

nn Polar/spherical plotPolar/spherical plot



Physically plausible BRDF

nn Positive everywherePositive everywhere
uu No negative lightNo negative light

nn Conservation of EnergyConservation of Energy
uu No more light out than you put inNo more light out than you put in
uu ∫∫ f(V,L) dL  f(V,L) dL ≤≤ 1 1

nn ReciprocityReciprocity
uu No one-way light valvesNo one-way light valves
uu f(V,L) = f(L,V)f(V,L) = f(L,V)



Decomposition

nn Often decompose into componentsOften decompose into components

uu ffdiffusediffuse  ++ f fspecularspecular  + + ffFresnelFresnel  ++ f fretroreflectretroreflect  + + ……



Rendering Equation

nn I(I(ffoo,,qqoo) = ) = ∫∫ f( f(ffii,,qqii,,ffoo,,qqoo) I) ILL((ffii,,  qqii) cos ) cos ffii d dqqii d dffii

uu Add up all the light, modulated by BRDFAdd up all the light, modulated by BRDF
uu ∫∫  …… cos  cos ffii d dqqi i ddffii  = spherical integration= spherical integration

uu coscos  ffii  = N= N••LL

nn ffdiffusediffuse  = 1/= 1/##

nn ffPhongPhong  = R= R••LLee / N / N••LL

nn ffBlinnBlinn-Phong-Phong = N = N••HHee / N / N••LL



Microfacet models

nn Microscopic reflective facetsMicroscopic reflective facets

nn Probability distributionsProbability distributions
uu Reflectance: Reflectance: Chance a facet has normal H=V+LChance a facet has normal H=V+L

uu Shadowing: Shadowing: Chance another facet blocks LChance another facet blocks L

uu Masking: Masking: Chance another facet blocks VChance another facet blocks V



Cook-Torrance

nn Symmetric V facetsSymmetric V facets

nn F D G / (F D G / (## N N••V NV N••L)L)

uu Fresnel, Distribution, GeometryFresnel, Distribution, Geometry

nn Beckmann DistributionBeckmann Distribution
uu exp(exp(––tantan22  ff / m / m22) / (4 m) / (4 m22 cos cos44  ff))

uu Gaussian distribution of facet slopeGaussian distribution of facet slope



Reflectance map

nn Diffuse: I(N) = textureDiffuse: I(N) = texture

nn Specular: I(H) = textureSpecular: I(H) = texture

uuFiltered environment mapFiltered environment map

uuBRDF as FilterBRDF as Filter



Homomorphic Factorization

nn f(V,L) = ff(V,L) = f00(v(v00) f) f1 1 (v(v11) f) f2 2 (v(v22) ) …… f fn n ((vvnn))

nn Pick vPick v0 0 ……vvnn, functions of V & L, functions of V & L

nn log(f) = log(flog(f) = log(f00 f f11 f f22  …… f fnn))

uu = log(f= log(f00) + log(f) + log(f11) + log(f) + log(f22) + ) + …… + log(f + log(fnn))

uu + smoothness terms+ smoothness terms

uu Solve for elements of log(Solve for elements of log(ffii))

tt Big least-squares problemBig least-squares problem

uu Use exp( log(Use exp( log(ffii) ) as texture & v) ) as texture & vii as texture as texture
coordinatescoordinates



Homomorphic + Microfacet

nn Factor into f(V), f(H), f(L)Factor into f(V), f(H), f(L)

nn f(V) = masking = f(L) = shadowingf(V) = masking = f(L) = shadowing

nn f(H) = reflectancef(H) = reflectance



Spherical harmonics

nn Like Fourier transform for spheresLike Fourier transform for spheres



Spherical harmonics

nn Simulate lighting using harmonic basis functionsSimulate lighting using harmonic basis functions
as lighting environmentas lighting environment

uu Take as long as necessary to find reflectance,Take as long as necessary to find reflectance,
shadowing, multi-bounce, etc.shadowing, multi-bounce, etc.

nn Store results in separate texture for each basisStore results in separate texture for each basis

nn Decompose real environment into SH basisDecompose real environment into SH basis

nn Scale per-pixel texture results by SH basisScale per-pixel texture results by SH basis
coefficientscoefficients



Spherical harmonics


